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Company: Maxima

Location: Australia

Category: other-general

Maxima has been engaged to recruit a Qualified Diesel Mechanic for a role based in and around

Murray the RoleThis is an unusual opportunity for a Qualified Diesel mechanic to choose the

hours / days of the week or roster to which you workOur client has a variety of work

however workloads are getting too great for the small team and an extra hand would be

greatly appreciated and valued.VARIETY - Work can vary between heavy plant and

equipment - through to trucks and trailers for freight companies.FLEXIBILITY - Here's the

chance to work the hours you want on the engines you want.MONETARY - Earn good $$$ for

your years of youYou are a qualified Diesel Mechanic looking to fulfill your time off whilst

away from your fly in fly out role, looking to scale back on hours to take advantage of a better

work / life balance or just want to keep your hand in. If this sounds like you, why not click on

the link and forward your resume or call Glenn Wilkin on 0413755728. 40AUD Australia -

SAAdelaide Hills & BarossaMurray Bridge5253
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Heavy Diesel Mechanic

Murray Bridge Area

Flexible Days / Hours

Looking to supplement your income or work full time?

Maxima has been engaged to recruit a Qualified Diesel Mechanic for a role based in and around
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Murray Bridge.

About the Role

This is an unusual opportunity for a Qualified Diesel mechanic to choose the hours / days of

the week or roster to which you work

Our client has a variety of work however workloads are getting too great for the small

team and an extra hand would be greatly appreciated and valued.

VARIETY - Work can vary between heavy plant and equipment - through to trucks and

trailers for freight companies.

FLEXIBILITY - Here's the chance to work the hours you want on the engines you want.

MONETARY - Earn good $$$ for your years of experience.

About you

You are a qualified Diesel Mechanic looking to fulfill your time off whilst away from your fly in fly

out role, looking to scale back on hours to take advantage of a better work / life balance or

just want to keep your hand in.

 If this sounds like you, why not click on the link and forward your resume or call Glenn

Wilkin on 0413755728.

Recruitment Kit: Maxima are committed to advancing workforce diversity and inclusion for

all.Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander and People Living With Disability are encouraged to

apply online, please click on the appropriate link below. Note that if you haven't received a reply

within 2 weeks please regard your application as being unsuccessful in this instance.

Print or Share

Apply Now
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